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At work or at home, IC Urethane Products offers a variety of anti-fatigue mats suitable
for any work station. Whether you are a Chiropractor, a Bank Teller, a Stylist, a Machinest
or a Homemaker standing in front of your kitchen sink, we have a Runner Mat to suit
your needs. Feel the difference with a Unique Mat® available in many different sizes and
three stylish colours.

IC Urethane Products Inc. ensures that the environmental impact of our
production is kept to a minimum. We use no VOCs or PVC in our process or end products. Manufacturing does not release harmful gases
associated with vinyl materials and other rubber products.

Plant generated waste is reclaimed and turned into new products. Our
100% polyurethane mats can be easily recycled at the end of their life
cycle, greatly reducing the amount of waste going to landfills.

Our Research and Development team continues to develop initiatives
to further reduce waste and strives to find the right balance between
manufacturing practices and being an eco-friendly company.

We believe that high efficiency and quality create both value and
sustainability of the planet’s resources. By producing a quality product
that can be used and reused for so many purposes and one that will
withstand the test of time, we are reducing the amount of waste for
future generations.

IC Urethane Products is a world leader in polyurethane technology and
design. We are proud to offer you a product manufactured in Canada.

We have set the bar by which all others are measured.

The demands of today’s busy world often take a toll on a
person’s body. Unique Mats® not only reduce fatigue and
discomfort associated with long-term standing, but our ergonomic design interacts with the body to reduce stress and
strain while promoting better posture, proper circulation and
a sense of well-being.

Aches and pains related to static standing are greatly reduced
with the use of anti-fatigue mats which in turn increases
productivity and reduces absenteeism in the workplace. Don’t
just take our word for it ... CCOHS (Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety) and OSHA (Occupational Safety
and Health Administration - US) both recommend the use of
anti-fatigue mats in work areas.

Unlike most mats on the market, we have engineered the
Unique Mat® line via the combination of a durable urethane
top membrane and 5/8” thick urethane foam. The chemicals
used in the processing plant are custom blended to our specifications in order to create the best possible result: a mat that
acts as a shock absorber, reacting to the slightest shift of your
body. All of our products are molded, thus creating a uniform
mat with a consistent bevel along all edges and a flush fit with
the floor to reduce tripping hazards. For two decades we have
manufactured mats with safety foremost in our design, without compromising comfort.

BLACK

CHARCOAL

The lightweight design is available in three attractive
colours and many different sizes ranging from 1.5’ x 2.5’
to 8’ x 4’.

ESPRESSO

Backed by a five-year written Warranty, Unique Mats® are
the best choice.

Colours may not be as shown

RUNNER Series ™ Mats
ID CODE
1525SM
2444AF

DIMENSIONS
2.5' LONG x 1.5' WIDE
44"' LONG X 24" WIDE

PRICE (Black)
$74
$125

PRICE (Colour)
$84
$135

ID CODE
22AF
32AF
42AF
52AF
62AF
82AF

2' WIDE RUNNER MATS
DIMENSIONS
2' LONG X 2' WIDE
3' LONG X 2' WIDE
4' LONG X 2' WIDE
5' LONG X 2' WIDE
6' LONG X 2' WIDE
8' LONG X 2' WIDE

PRICE
$74
$103
$137
$168
$196
$223

PRICE
$84
$113
$147
$178
$206
$233

ID CODE
33AF
43AF
53AF
63AF
83AF

3' WIDE RUNNER MATS
DIMENSIONS
3' LONG X 3' WIDE
4' LONG X 3' WIDE
5' LONG X 3' WIDE
6' LONG X 3' WIDE
8' LONG X 3' WIDE

PRICE
$166
$196
$217
$240
$299

PRICE
$176
$206
$227
$250
$309

ID CODE
44AF
454AF
54AF
64AF
84AF

4' WIDE RUNNER MATS
DIMENSIONS
4' LONG X 4' WIDE
4.5' LONG X 4' WIDE
5' LONG X 4' WIDE
6' LONG X 4' WIDE
8' LONG X 4' WIDE

PRICE
$229
$240
$248
$303
$372

PRICE
$239
$250
$258
$313
$382

Prices subject to change without notice

Proudly distributed by:

Ph. 888.833.1887
Fx. 888.833.0503
www.icurethane.com
All Mats are proudly
made in Canada

